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THE SEMIGROUP OF FULLY INDECOMPOSABLE 
RELATIONS AND HALL RELATIONS 
STEFAN SCHWARZ, Bratislava 
(Received May 5, 1972) 
An n X n non-negative matrix is called d e c o m p o s a b l e if there is a permu­
tation matrix P such that PAP~^ is of the form 
0) (Г.). 
where B, D are square matrices. Otherwise it is called i n d e c o m p o s a b l e . 
The following notion has been introduced by MARCUS and MINC [4] and used in 
LEVIN [3]. 
A is called p a r t l y d e c o m p o s a b l e if there are two permutation matrices P^, P2 
such that PiÄP2 is of the form (1). Hence A is partly decomposable if it contains an 
s X (n — s) zero submatrix for some s, 1 ^ 5 ^ n — L 
A matrix which is not partly decomposable is called fully i n d e c o m p o s a b l e . 
Clearly if A is fully indecomposable, it contains in each row (column) at least two 
non-zero elements. 
In this paper we sharpen some results of [3] by formulating them in terms of binary 
relations. Next we introduce a class of binary relations called Hall relations and study 
the relationship between two quite naturally obtained semigroups. 
Since all results of this paper depend only on the distribution of zeros and non-zeros 
in A it is advantageous to work with binary relations instead of non-negative matrices. 
We follow in this direction the idea contained in author's paper [5], thought the 
present paper is independent of [5]. 
Let Q = {«1, ..., a„} be a finite set containing n > 1 different elements. By 
a binary relation on Q we mean a subset Q of Q x Q. To any non-negative matrix 
A = (üij) we assign the binary relation QJ^ on Q by the requirement (a,;, aj) e Q^O 
0 aij > 0. The usual matrix representation of a binary relation ^ on ß as a 0 — 1 
matrix will be denoted by M(Q). Hence M{QA} is obtained from A by writing formally 
1 on the places where aij > 0 and zero on the places where a^j = 0. 
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If л, в are non-negative matrices, then Ä--^Q^, B-^Q^ imply AB -> QAQB^ where 
QAQB is the usual product of two relations. 
The following notations will be used: 
aiQ = {xeQ\ (üi, х)ед] , QU^ = {у e О | ( J , a) e g} , 
n n 
Priio) = и ^«j , priio) = [JciiQ , 
j=l i=l 
If iV is a subset of ß, then NQ = \J ÜIQ. The universal relation on Q (i.e. Q x Q) will 
aieN 
be denoted by со. The empty relation will be denoted by z. The diagonal of Q x ß is 
denoted by A. The set all permutation relations on Q will be denoted by П. 
The set В = B(Q) of all binary relations on Q (including z) forms with respect to 
the multipHcation of relations a semigroup containing 2"̂  elements. The semigroup В 
has (for our purposes) one unpleasant property, namely that if, e.g., pri(^) = N a Q, 
then pr^^Q^) can be =l=iV. E.g., if Q is the relation on Q = {a^, «2, a^} with 
/0 0 0\ /0 0 0\ 
M{Q) = 1 0 0 , then M{Q^) - 0 0 0 . 
\0 0 1/ \0 0 1/ 
Hence pri(^) = {«2, «з}. while pri{Q^) = {a^}. 
Having in mind further applications we restrict our considerations to the set BQ = 
= BQ[Q) consisting of all binary relations on Q with pri(Q) = рг2{о) = Q. It is easy 
to see that the set BQ (with respect to the multiplication of relations) is again a semi­
group, i.e. if pri(^) = рг2{д) = 1̂ 1̂(0") = рг2{о) = ß, then pri{ga) = рг2{до) = Q. 
Clearly any permutation relation on Q is contained in BQ. 
We now introduce formal definitions: 
Definition 0Д. An element geB^is called decomposable if there is a neU such 
that М(7г̂ 7с~̂ ) is of the form (1), where Б, D are 0—1 square matrices. Otherwise it 
is called indecomposable. 
Definition 0,2. An element ^ e Бо is called partly decomposable if there are two 
elements тг̂ , 7Г2 e Я such that М{п^дп2) is of the form (l). Otherwise it is called fully 
indecomposable. 
In all what follows the cardinal number of a subset N a Q will be denoted by \N\. 
Theorem 1Д. A binary relation Q ^ BQ is fully indecomposable iff for any proper 
subset N c: Q we have \N\ < \Ng\. 
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Proof. 1. Suppose that g is fully indecomposable and N = {a^, a^,..., fly} contains 
s < n different elements. If Ng ^ ^^^ u a^^ u .. . u a^g contained at most s different 
elements, say {д^^ a/^, •»•, ^f/J, we would have 
a^g c: {a^ ,̂ ..., flj , 
a,g c: (a;^,.. . , a J . 
Hence M(^) would contain s rows (namely those corresponding to a ,̂ a^,..., a^) 
with и — 5 zeros in the same columns, i.e. an 5 x (n — s) zero submatrix, contrary 
to the assumption that g is fully indecomposable. Hence Ng contains at least 5 + 1 
elements e Q, i.e. \N\ < \Ng\. 
2. Let conversely g be partly decomposable. Then M{g) contains an 5 x (n — 5) 
zero submatrix. Suppose that the 5 rows are contained in the rows indexed by {a, ß, ... 
..., v} ^ {1, 2, ..., n}. Denote N = {a^, aß, ..., a^}. Then Ng = a^g и apg и ... 
. . . u a^g contains at most s different elements e Q, so that \Ng\ ^ \N\. This proves 
Theorem 1,1. 
Before going further recall that a finite semigroup S with zero element ZQ is called 
nilpotent with the index of n i l p o t e n c y / if Ŝ  = ZQ while S^"^ ф ZQ. In this termi­
nology we have: 
Theorem 1,2. The set F = F(Q) of all fully indecomposable relations e BQ is 
a nilpotent semigroup having со as the zero element. The index of nilpotency of F 
is equal to the number n ~ \. 
Proof. 1. Û) is clearly the zero element of î  since со e F, and for any g e BQWQ have 
gcD = cog = CO. 
2. Suppose that gi.gx^F. Take any proper subset N с Q. We then have |АГ| < 
< |iV^i|. If iV^i is a proper subset of Q, we also have |iV^i| < |iV^i^2|5 hence|iV|< 
< |iV^i^2|- If l^^il = '^' hence Ng^ = Q, we also have Ng^g2 = Q (since ^2 has no 
zero column), hence again \N\ < |iV^i^2|- Therefore gigz^ F, i.e. F is a semigroup. 
3. Suppose that ^1 , ^2»..., ^„-1 are n — 1 elements e F. Let a,- be any element e Q. 
By Theorem 1,1 
l^iQil й l^iQiQi] S l^iQiQiQsl è . . . è \ciiQiQ2--' Qn-i\ • 
Hereby the sign of equality in |а^^1 . . . Öf-i| й |«/^i ••• Qi-iQi\ ^^Ids iff |a,.öi . . . 
. . . ^ i_ i | = n. Since a ig I contains at least two different elements e ß , there is an in-
teger 1 S ki^ n - I such that |а,-^1 .. . gu] = n. This implies aig^ . . . ^^. = O. The 
more aigi ... g„-i = Q for any a,-e Q. Therefore ^1^2 .. . ^„_i = ß x ^ = Û>. 
4. To show that the index of nilpotency is exactly n - 1 it is sufficient to show 
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that for any n > 1 there is a ge F such that g" ^ Ф ю. As remarked in [3] the rela­
tion Q with 
ŷ l 1 0 . . . 0 0 \ 
0 1 1 
M{Q) 
0 0 0 
Vi 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 1 1 
. 0 1 
has this property. 
Corollary 1,3. For any g e F, we have g""^ O). 
The result of Theorem 1,1 is very close to a result first proved by PH. HALL (See, 
e.g., [2].) 
Let Q be as above and let {S^, S2, ..., S^} be a system of n subsets of Q. We 
say that the system {S^, S2, -••, S„} admits a system of distinct representatives 
(a^j, а^2, •.., ^ i j if we can choose the а̂ -̂  in such a manner that а,̂  e S^,.. . , â -̂  G S„ 
and üi. Ф «ij for j Ф /. 
To any system {Sj, ..., 5„} we can construct a relation ^ on ß such that a^g = 
= S j , ..., a^Q = <S„. Conversely, to any relation Q on Q there is a natural system of 
subsets of ß , namely "the rows", which can be studied whether they admit a system 
of distinct representatives or not. 
The following is a natural definition of a class of binary relations on Q. A binary 
relation Q is called a Ha l l r e l a t i o n if the sets а\д, «2^, ..., а„д admit a system of 
distinct representatives. An equivalent (for our purposes more suitable) definition is 
the following. 
Definition 2,1. A binary relation ^ e Бо is called a Hall relation if there is a per­
mutation relation ne П such that ж cz Q. 
The set of all Hall relations on Q will be denoted by Я = H(Q). 
Clearly, if g e H, then 71^дп2 e H for any тг̂ , 712 e П. 
The following Proposition 2,2 is merely a reformulation of the famous theorem of 
Ph. Hall. (See, e.g., [2], Theorem 5, 1, 2.) 
Proposition 2,2. A binary relation g e BQ is a Hall relation iff\N\ ^ \Ng\ for any 
non-empty subset N of Q. 
Theorem 2,3. The set H of all Hall relations e BQ is a semigroup. The set F of all 
fully indecomposable: relations e BQ is a two-sided ideal of H. 
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Proof. 1. If ^, (т G я and iV is a non-empty subset of Q, then \NQ\ ^ iV, |iVo-| ^ N 
imply \Мда\ ^ \NQ\ ^ |iV|. Hence да e H. This proves that Я is a semigroup. 
la. This follows also immediately from the fact: n^ cz Q, 712 CI a {711,712 € П) 
imply 7ri7i2 CI (̂7 and 71^712 e Я . 
2. Suppose that Q e H, a e F and iV is a proper subset of Q. 
i) If \N\ й \NQ\ < \Q\, we have \NQ(T\ > \NQ\ ^ AT. If \N\ < \NQ\ = | ß | , we have 
[Мда\ = \Q\ > \N\. In both cases liV ô"! > \N\, hence QG E F. 
ii) Since [iVcr| > [iV|, we have \N(7Q\ ^ |Ncr] > N, hence |N6r^| > \N\, i.e. ageF. 
This proves that F a two-sided ideal of Я. 
We now give some characterizations of F as a subsemigroup of Я. 
Definition 2,4. An element Q e H is called strongly nil potent if 711̂ 712 is nilpotent 
for any 71̂ , 7Г2 e Я . 
Theorem 2,5. T/ze semigroup F is exactly the set of all strongly nilpotent ele­
ments G Я. 
Proof. 1. If ^ G F, then since F is a two-sided ideal of Я, we have 711Q712 G F for 
any 711,7Г2 G Я ^ ^ - Hence 711̂ 712 is nilpotent for any я^, 7Г2 G Я . 
2. Suppose that Q is such that 711̂ 712 is nilpotent for any 71̂ , 7Г2 G Я. Hence 711̂ 712 
is indecomposable for any 7Ci, 7Г2 G Я. This means that ^ is fully indecomposable, 
therefore QEF. 
Example 2,6. The relation Q^ on Q = {a^, ..., a„}, n > 2, with 
^0 1 0 . . . o>̂  
0 0 1 . . . 0 ^ 
0 0 0 . . . 1 
Vi 1 Ö . . . 0 / 
is nilpotent, it is contained in Я, but it is not strongly nilj^otent, since by changing 
suitably the columns we get the relation Q[ with 
l o i . . . 0 
M{Q[) = \ 
[0 0 . . . 0 
h : Vi 0 . . . 1 ; 
which is clearly not nilpotent. 
Theorem 2,5 may be formulated as follows. 
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Theorem 2,7. F is the maximal nilpotent ideal of H. 
Proof. It is easy to see that a finite semigroup contains a unique maximal nilpotent 
ideal. (See, e.g., [1].) Suppose that l/ is a nilpotent ideal of Я and F ^ U. Then there 
is a nilpotent element a eU — F. Since a eU, we also have тг̂ атгз G U for any 
Til, 7Г2 G Я. Now since a is not strongly nilpotent there is a couple n\ ж" G Fl such that 
%'oTÎ' G (7 is decomposable. But n'on" is certainly not nilpotent, a contradiction with 
the supposition that V is nilpotent. 
There is also an other semigroup characterization of F, 
Recall that an ideal Q of a semigroup S is called prime ideal if AB c ß implies 
either Л с ß or Б c= ß, Л, В being two-sided ideals of S. 
Proposition 2,8. The semigroup F is precisely the intersection of all prime ideals 
ofH. 
Proof. 1. We first prove that F is contained in any prime ideal of Я. Let ß be 
a prime ideal of Я. Since F"~^ = œ and we Q, F . F"~^ cz ß implies either F a Q, 
in which case our statement is proved, or F"~^ с ß. This implies F. F"~^ c: ß, 
hence again either F с ß or î "~^ cz ß. Repeating this argument we find F с ß. 
2. Our assertion will be proved if we are able to prove that to any fie H — F 
there is a prime ideal Q^ such that ß ф Q^. 
Note first that if JK G Я — F, then 71^^1x712 G Я — F for any тс̂ , 7Г2 G Я. For, if there 
were 713/1714 G F for some 7Г3,714 G Я, this would imply 71̂ (̂713/̂ 714) 714̂  = fie F, 
contrary to the choice of /л. 
Now since /i ̂  F, there are 7i\ n" G Я such that the relation a = 7т'/17г'' is decom­
posable. Hence no member of the sequence 
(2) Ö-, ö r ^ ( т ^ . . . 
is contained in F. 
Let ß^ be the largest ideal of Я which does not meet any element of the sequence (2). 
ß^ is not empty since it contains F. We state that Q^ is a prime ideal of Я. Suppose 
for an indirect proof that there are two ideals of Я, Л ф Q^, В Ф Q^^ such that 
ÄB cz Q^. Since ß̂ ^ iË ß^ '^ 4̂ and ß^ £ ß^ u В, there are some powers d' and G"" 
such that <J^ e Q^^ A, a"" e Q^KJ B, i.e. a^ e A, а"" e B. But then we would have 
<^^'^'' e Qfi, contrary to the construction of ß^. 
Now fi is not contained in the ideal ß^, since otherwise п'/лж" = a would be con­
tained in Q^, contrary to the choice of a. This completes the proof our statement. 
In addition to the semigroups F and Я we introduce two further subsets of BQ. 
The set of all indecomposable relations G BQ will be denoted by / = l(Q). A relation 
Q € BQ is called primitive if there is an integer к = к(д) such that Q^ = со. A primitive 
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relation is indecomposable. The set of all primitive relations G BQ will be denoted 
by P = P{Q), We have 
Bo 3 / 3 P ZD F . 
Note that P is exactly the set of all nilpotent elements of the whole semigroup BQ. 
R e m a r k 1. For n > 2 neither / nor P are semigroups. To show this take for Q the 
relation Q^ defined in Example 2,6 and for a the relation on ß = {a^,. . . , a„}, n > 2, 
given by 
/ 0 0 . . . 1\ 
0 0 . . . 1 
M{(j) 
0 0 1 
Then 
fO 0 . 
0 0 . 
0 0 . 
1 1 . 
\0 0 . 
. 0 1\ 
. 0 1 
. 0 1 
.. 1 11 
. . O l J 
M{Qa) = 
This shows that Q<J is decomposable. Hence-though both a and Q are contained in P — 
their product is outside of/. 
We now extend Definition 2,4. An element ^ e P is called s t rong ly n i l p o t e n t if 
for any TCj, 7Г2 e Я we have 711̂ 712 e P. 
[Note that in Theorem 2,5 we have dealt only with elements e H n P.] 
If an element ^ G P is strongly nilpotent, then niQn2 is nilpotent, hence indecom­
posable, for any 7C2,7Г2 G П. This means that Q is fully indecomposable and therefore 
Q E F, Conversely if ^ G P, then Q is fully indecomposable, i.e. 7iiQn2 is indecomposable 
for any TTi, 7Г2 G Я and since п^дп2 G P, п^дж2 is nilpotent. 
We have proved: 
Supplement to Theorem 2,5. The semigroup F is exactly the set of all strongly 
nilpotent elements e P. 
Example ЗД. The relation a from Remark 1 is contained in P (since a^' = œ). It is 
not contained in H n P, hence certainly not strongly nilpotent. 
In some cases it is possible to decide directly whether ^ G P is contained in P. 
Proposition 3,2. If Q e P and ACQ, then g e F. 
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Proof. By supposition a^e a^Q (for i = 1, 2, ..., n). Hence N cz NQ for every 
subset N of Q. We show that for a proper subset iV of iQ we cannot have iV = iV .̂ 
Since Q is primitive, there is an integer к = к(д) such that '̂̂  = со. Now AT = iV^ 
implies N = NQ = NQ^' = ... = NQ^ = Nco = ß, a contradiction with N Ф Q. 
Therefore for any proper subset iV of ß we have N ^ NQ SO that \N\ < \NQ\. By 
Theorem 1,1 ^ e F. 
An analogous result is the following. 
Proposition 3,3. If Q e P and M{Q) contains at least (n — 1) one's in the main 
diagonal, then Q e H. 
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that {(а^, a^), ..., (Ö„_I, fl„_i)} c= Q. 
If iV с {ai,..., a„_ J , then N a NQ so that |iV| ^ |iV )̂. 
Suppose that N = N^ и a„, where iV̂  с {д^, ..., a^ . J . Then NQ = N^Q U a„^. 
Now Ni cz N^Q and N^ Ф iV^ ,̂ since (analogously as above) N^ = AT̂ ^ would imply 
iVi = iVî ^ = N^oj = O, contrary to the assumption. Hence |iVj^| ^ |iVi| + 1. 
Therefore \NQ\ = [N^Q U a„Q\ ^ \N^Q\ ^ |iVi| + 1 = \N\. Since in all cases \N\ ^ 
^ |iV |̂, we have Q e H, q.e.d. 
Example 3,4. The relation Q with 
/1 1 0\ 
M(e) = 0 1 1 
\ i o o / 
is primitive. By proposition 3,3 it is contained in H but it is not contained in F. 
Proposition 3,3 is closely connected with a result given by SIDAK [6]. Let Q E P 
and denote by ||^|| the number of non-zero elements in M(Q). The sequence 
(3) ||ß||,||e^l|,||e^||,... 
need not be non-decreasing. It is proved in [6]: If M(Q) contains at least n — 1 
non-zero elements in the main diagonal, then the sequence (3) is non-decreasing. 
This result is a consequence of Proposition 3,3 and of the following general 
statement: 
Proposition 3,5. If Q e H, then the sequence (3) is non-decreasing. More precisely: 
There is an integer I = 1(Q) such that 
И1<1к11<...<1к'-^||<1И1 = 1к'̂ Ч1 = -
Proof. If ^ e Я, there is a 71 G Я such that n cz Q, hence A с тг"^ .̂ Denote (for 
typographical reasons) тг"̂  = п^. Then A cz n^Q imphes 
(4) A с n^Q с TÏIQ^' С: . . . CZ n[Q^ cz ... 
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Let / be the least integer such that п[д^ = п['^^д^'^^. We then have тг^"^^^"^ g п[д\ 
while п[д^ = п^д^" for any integer i; ^ / 4- 1. Since ||7Го^"|| = |l^"|| for any TTQ G Я , 
it follows from (4) 
Hell < | | e^ i |< . . .< He'll = ||e'^4| = ... 
R e m a r k 2. If ^ e P, then ||^^|| is equal to the number n^. It follows from Theorem 
4,2 below that if Q is an indecomposable Hall relation with index of imprimitivity d, 
then 11̂ ÎI is equal to n^'jd. 
Example 3,6. The condition g e H is not necessary in order that the sequence (3) 
should be non-decreasing. Let, e.g., a be the relation considered in Remark 1. Here 
афН, \\a\\ =2n ~ \, while \У\\ = \y\\ = ,,. = n\ 
R e m a r k 3. We have seen that F a H n P. For any n ^ 2 this inclusion is proper. 
For, the relation g^ considered in Example 2,6 is contained in Я n P but is not 
contained in F. 
If g is primitive and not fully indecomposable (i.e. g e P — F), then there are 
n', n" e И such that 
Min'Qu") = (^ J,' 
If A, С are not fully indecomposable (of the corresponding order) we may proceed 
in the same manner and we finally obtain that there are n^, TIJ^ П such that 
(5) М{п,дп2) = 
IB,, 0 . . . 0 
\ ^ s l ^s2 • • Bsi 
where any of the Вц is either a fully indecomposable 0— 1 matrix or Вц is a zero matrix 
of order L (A non-zero matrix of order 1 is considered as fully indecomposable.) 
The next Proposition characterizes all relations e H n P. 
Proposition З,?. If g E BQ is primitive, then g is a Hall relation iff there does not 
exist a zero matrix of order 1 in the main diagonal of the decomposition (5). 
We conclude this section with the following remark. 
In Theorem 2,7 we have seen that F is the maximal nilpotent ideal of Я. There is an 
analogous pertinent q u e s t i o n : What can be said about the maximal nilpotent ideal 
of BQ (which is neccessarily contained in P). 
The answer is simple: 
Theorem 3,8. The semigroup BQ does not contain a nilpotent ideal different 
from 0). 
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To prove this it is sufficient to show that BQ contains a unique non-zero minimal 
two sided ideal (kernel of BQ) which is not nilpotent. This result has been proved 
by Zareckij [7]. For the sake of completness we give here a modified proof of this 
statement. 
Denote in the following by т the relation with 
/1 0 . . . 0\ , 
л^г\ 1 0 . . . 0 1 
\i'r::: i, 
i.e. T = (a„ X Q) и (Q X а^). 
Proposition 3,9. BQ contains a unique minimal two-sided non-zero ideal, namely 
the set К = BQTBQ. 
Proof. Let J Ф o) be any two-sided ideal of BQ and Q ^ œ any element e J. We 
prove that т e BQQBQ, whence BQTBQ CZ BQQBQ С BQJBQ CZ J. This will prove that К 
is the kernel of BQ. Since т is an idempotent, К is not nilpotent. 
Since Q Ф a>, there is a couple (a ,̂ (^j) Ф Q, i-e- cij^cnQ- Construct the following 
two relations a^ = (a„ x Q) и {Q x a,), 02 = (aj x Q) ^ (Q x a^), both con­
tained in BQ. We then have: aiQ = (a„ x Q) Q и (Q x a^ Q = (a„ x Q) KJ (Q x 
X а^о), (TiQa2 = [(«„ X Q) Kj (Q X â .̂ )] . [(a^ x Q) и (Q x a^J] = \_(a„ x Q) и 
u (ß X а^У] = т. 
[We have used (Q x aio) (aj x Q) = z.] Now т = (TIQ(T2 implies т G BQQBQ, 
whence (as above) BQTBQ <= J. This proves Proposition 3,9. 
To get some further information concerning Hall relations we may proceed as 
follows. It is well known that to any Q e BQ there is ne П such that 
(A^i 0 . . . 0 
(6) М(7Г^Я-0 = ' ^ ' ' ^22 . . . 0 
\^rl ^r2 . . . ^ n 
Here Ац is either an indecomposable 0—1 square matrix or a zero matrix of order 1. 
The following is again immediately to see: 
Proposition 4,1. Q e BQ is a Hall relation iff 
i) there is no zero matrix of order 1 in the main diagonal of (6), 
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ii) each of the Ац is a matrix representation of a Hall relation (of the corresponding 
order). 
It is therefore of some interest to study i n d e c o m p o s a b l e Ha l l r e l a t i ons , which 
are not primitive. 
Recall first some known facts concerning indecomposable relations. If ^ e Бо is 
indecomposable and not primitive, then there is a least number d = d(Q) > 1 (called 
the index of imprimitivity of Q) such that Q^ is completely decomposable into d 
relations each of which is primitive (of the corresponding order). I.e., there is a я G Я 
such that 
М{п-'д'п) = diag [Cil , C^a, .••, Q j , 
where each Сц is 0 — 1 square matrix representing a primitive relation. By this con­
dition the integer d > 1 is uniquely determined. 
Suppose that Q is indecomposable with index of imprimitivity d > 1. Then it is 
known that Q can be written as a union of pair wise disjoint subsets Q = A^ и 
u ^2 u ... u Л^, Л^ n Л^ = 0 such that Q С (Л^ X A2) u (^2 x ^3) ^ -•• ^ {A^ x 
x Ai). Otherwise formulated there is a тг e Я such that 





^ 2 3 , 
0, 
0, 
.., 0 ^ 
.., 0 
.., 0 
(7) М(7г-^7г) = 
where the zeros in the main diagonal denote square matrices with all elements equal 
to 0 and Aij are rectangular 0 — 1 matrices. 
Suppose now that Q is indecomposable with index of imprimitivity d > 1 and 
that ^ is a Hall relation. The condition \N\ g \NQ\ (for any subset N cz Q) implies 
\A,\ й Иг], Ш S Из|, ••-, K - i | è \Al:\Al< \A,\. Hence \A,\ = [A^] = ... 
. . . = \AJ\ and therefore d | n. (It should be explicitly remarked that, in general, for 
an indecomposable relation d \ n need not hold.) All matrices in (7) are square matri-
ces of order njd. In this case it follows from (7) that there exist тг̂ , 71:2 e Я such that 
(8) М{п^дп2) = diag [Л12, ^23. • • •. ^di] • 
Since ^ is a Hall relation, each of the square matrices Ai2,---,A^i represents a Hall 
relation on a subset of Q of cardinality njd. 
We have: 
Theorem 4,2. / / g is an indecomposable Hall relation with d > 1, then M(Q) is 
partly decomposable into d {non-zero) 0 — 1 matrices along the main diagonal 
each of which has the same order. г!; ! 
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Example 4,3. It would be nice if it were possible to state that the Aij in (8) are all 
indecomposable (or even fully indecomposable). But this need not be true. Consider 
the relation g with 
/0 0 1 0\ 
0 0 1 1 
1 1 0 o r 
a 1 0 0/ 
M(g) = 
This relation is an indecomposable Hall relation with d{g) = 2. With suitably 
chosen Til, 7C2 we have 
M{nign2) = diag [Ai2, ^21] . 
where 
^i^~(i ij' ^^^-(i i j -
Here Л12 is decomposable. v 
In general we may state: 
Theorem 4,4. An indecomposable relation g with d{g) > 1 is a Hall relation iff 
the following holds: 
i) d\n; 
ii) Each Aij in (7) is a square matrix of order njd; 
iii) Each Aij represents a Hall relation. 
Example 4,5. None of these conditions can be omited. E.g., the relation g with 
^ 0 0 0 1 1 1 ^ 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
Vl 0 0 0 0 0/ 
M{g) = 
is indecomposable, d = 2 divides n = 6, but g is not a Hall relation. 
We conclude this paper byanopenprob lemofa combinatorial character. 
It is known that to any geP there is a least integer к = k(g) ^ (n — 1)̂  + 1 
such that g^ = ct). 
Hence to any ge P there is a least integer /̂  = l^^g) ^ 1 such that g^^ e Я and 
a least integer /2 = hio) = h such that g^^ e F, 
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The problem to find exact upper bounds for /̂  and I2 (in terms of n) seems to be 
(at this writing) rather difficult. There are some reasons for the following 
Conjecture. For any Q e P, we have I2 = /2(^) S ^^ 
The number n to the right cannot be certainly replaced by a smaller one. For, 
if Q^^ e F, then with respect to Theorem 1,2, '̂̂ "̂"̂ ^ = со, hence 12(11 — 1) ^ к(о), 
12 ^ к{о)1{п — 1). Now it is know that for the relation Q^ considered in Example 2,6 
we have k(Qi) = (n — 1)̂  + 1, hence /2(^1) ^ и — 1 + l/(n — 1). As a matter of 
fact /2(̂ 1) = n, since ^^i""^ '̂ Ф (o, while gf""^^ = со. 
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